We here address the problem of constructing sets of sequences with low integrated aperiodic auto-and crosscorrelations when the constraint of antipodal symbols is enforced. Our method is based on Legendre Sequences and on the correlation properties of their rotations. Starting from this idea, an extremely lightweight procedure driven by asymptotic considerations yields sets of antipodal sequences that largely outperform known sequence families or algorithms, actually positioning extremely close to the performance upper bound.
INTRODUCTION
The task of designing sets of sequences with prescribed correlation properties is present in many fields of signals processing and is a particular case of the general problem of waveform synthesis that is often a key point in establishing the performance of transmission, synchronization, or active sensing systems [1] .
The design of a set of signals with small auto-correlation sidelobes and small cross-correlation between sequences at any time delay ensure that the receiver matched filter can extract the desired information while attenuating undesired signals.
Such a problem may be far from trivial when constraints are introduced. For example, reception may have to be stopped after a certain time thus spoiling the adoption of periodic signals and leading to the consideration of clipped or aperiodic correlations. Further to that, implementation strongly favors discrete-valued signals, possibly enforcing quantization to an extremely limited number of levels.
This latter constraint, in particular, is known to make optimization-based methods hard to apply since continuousoptimization must either undergo quantization or be simply discarded in favor of almost exhaustive scans.
Within this scenario, starting from the classical problem of designing an antipodal sequence with a low Integrated Sidelobe Level (ISL) [2] we address its generalization to sequence sets, for which "lobes" are considered both for auto-correlation and for cross-correlations.
An optimization procedure is defined that exploits knowledge on the asymptotic behavior of Legendre Sequences (LS) [3] to arrive at sets of antipodal sequences whose ISL is extremely close to its lower bound and which uniformly outperform sequence sets resulting from classical methods.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
The general setting of our problem entails M sequences each of N complex symbols that we will indicate with {x j [n]} N−1 n=0 for j = 0,..., M − 1.
The aperiodic correlation between the j-th and the k-th of those sequences (0 ≤ j, k < M) for a certain integer lag
and is such that r j,k [−τ] = r * k, j [τ]. Obviously, the magnitude of r j,k [τ] gives indication on the energy at the output of a filter matched with {x j [n]} N−1 n=0 when {x k [n]} N−1 n=0 appears at the input with a delay τ. Hence, most sequence design problems that target lowinterfering signals define a global indicator known as Integrated Sidelobe Level amounting to
where auto-correlations (r j, j [τ]) with no delay (τ = 0) are excluded assuming that they are to be considered as useful components.
Given M and N, and based on (2) the general problem is that of finding the sequence set minimizing the ISL.
Commonly, a further unimodularity constraint is put on the sequences thus requiring that |x j [n]| = 1 for j = 0,..., M − 1 and n = 0,..., N − 1. Such a constraint is application-driven in that it eases the implementation of the transmitters managing the electrical signals corresponding to the sequence symbols. In fact, in this case one may set x j [n] = e iθ j [n] , where i is the imaginary unit, with θ j [n] ∈ (−π, π] and design the set of phase sequences {θ j [n]} N−1 n=0 for j = 0,..., M − 1 that can be simply transmitted by constant-envelope modulations.
Given this constraint, it is known that the ISL cannot be decreased below its lower bound
so that the effectiveness of any approach can be measured in normalized terms by ε = ISL min ISL better approaches featuring an ε closer to 1.
It is well known that sets of unimodular sequences with extremely high effectiveness can be obtained by the application of algorithms [4] that are extensions of those devised to minimize ISL in the single sequence case (M = 1) [2] .
Yet, when those algorithms meet the even more implementation-friendly constraint of antipodal sequences, i.e. x j [n] = ±1 for j = 0,..., M − 1 and n = 0,..., N − 1 , their effectiveness is largely impaired.
Actually, the antipodal problem is recognized as being much more difficult: a known effect of the impossibility of addressing it with the tools of continuous optimization and the need of resorting to enumeration-based discrete optimization techniques.
In the following we concentrate on antipodal sequences. Under such an assumption, the particular case M = 1 in which only auto-correlation terms appear, has attracted a lot of attention by itself. This led to a conspicuous literature analyzing more than a family of sequences for which ISL or the equivalent Merit Factor MF = N 2 /ISL can be computed analytically at least in the asymptotic case N → ∞ (see, e.g., [5, 6, 7, 8, 3] ). Beyond that a list of best known sequences [9] is available for N up to 304.
LEGENDRE SEQUENCES
The main ingredient of our proposal for the construction of low-ISL sets of antipodal sequences is the family of the socalled Legendre Sequences (LS). A LS { [n]} N−1 n=0 exists for any prime N and is defined as
LSs may be rotated by a fraction f ∈ [0, 1] of their length to obtain a Rotated Legendre Sequence
The asymptotic MF of the family of RLS was calculated in [5] and [6] 1 . From that result we know that, for M = 1 and f ∈ [0, 1] the family of RLS is such that
From this formula, it is well known that the RLS minimizing ISL are those rotated either by f = 1/4 or f = 3/4. In this case ISL N→∞ ∼ 1 6 N 2 .
SETS OF RLS MINIMIZING ISL
The key idea is to set x j [n] = ( f j ) [n] for properly chosen rotations f j , j = 0,..., M − 1.
Since only N values for each f j lead to distinct rotations, a complete scan requires "only" N M trials that, though far from the exponential explosion of a full scan (that would entail 2 MN trials) may soon become prohibitive.
To cope with larger values of N we may resort to asymptotic analysis by extending the generating function approach in [6] from pure auto-correlation to cross-correlation terms.
The detailed formal derivation is reported in [10] which is a particular case of theorem 3 in [11] . It is here enough to extract from those calculations that
As an example, Figure 1 reports the 3D and contour plot of the right-hand side of (6) for M = 2.
Direct visual inspection of that Figure confirms what is true in general, i.e. that asymptotic ISL is invariant if we change f j into 1 − f j for any j and that minima exists and can be easily identified. In fact, by assuming f 0 ≤ f 1 ≤ ··· ≤ f M−1 ≤ 1/2 one may resolve all absolute values and easily compute the rotation values for which ∂ ISL ∂ f j = 0. This yields and thus, in a performance figure
indicating that, for large N, the performance of a set of RLS should be within 8% of the maximum possible, approaching it very rapidly as M increases. Based on these asymptotic considerations it is easy to devise a much faster scan that drastically reduces the number of trials by considering for the j-th rotation only a narrow interval of possible values around 2 j+1 4M . Since the length of such an interval may be decreased as N increases, the resulting search burden goes from N M trials to θ (N) M with θ (N) a function rapidly approaching a constant as N increases (experimentally we verified θ (N) 20 for N larger than 200).
The results of such a scan yields the Optimum RLS set (ORLS) whose performance is compared with that of other known algorithms or sequence families in the following Section.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
Beyond ORLSs that exist for every prime N, we consider • Random sequences, that exist for any N and are generated by assigning x j [n] = ±1 with uniform probability and independently for each j = 0,..., M − 1 and n = 0,..., N − 1. For each N and M we generate 10 4 sets of sequences and record the best achieved performance.
• Gold sequences, that exist when N = 2 p − 1 for some integer p and are obtained from the well known maximum-length sequences to maintain low correlation and simultaneously be able to produce sets of sequences with relatively large cardinality. Though they are produced by linear-feedback shift registers, Gold sequences are designed to enjoy the same properties of random sequences. For each N we draw 10 3 × NM M-tuples of Gold sequences at random from those available, and we record the least ISL.
• Q.CAN sequences, that exists for any N and are obtained by the CAN algorithm described in [4] when quantization is applied at every step of the iterative procedure. The option of leaving the algorithm operate with continuous phases and quantize only the final result, has been discarded after experimentally verifying that it was leading to poorer performance for 1 bit quantization.
• Optimally Rotated Best Sequences (ORBS) that leverage on the fact that for each N up to 304 one or more sequences are recognized as the state-of-the art solution to ISL minimization problem for M = 1 (some of them are known to be the true optimum solutions, some others are only the best known solutions). For each of those sequences, we build a set of M sequences by trying all the possible relative rotations and selecting the set of rotations yielding the minimum ISL. Figure 2 compares the performance of ORLS with that of random, Gold and Q.CAN sequences for M = 2, M = 3 and M = 4. Note how ORLS clearly outperform the other techniques for all reasonably large N (say for N > 100) also revealing a distinct improving trends approaching the theoretical limit as N increases.
On the contrary the performance of random, Gold, and Q.CAN sequences exhibits a clear decreasing trend. According to expectations, since Gold sequences are designed to mimic a random behavior, the corresponding performances follow an analogous trend.
Finally, though insufficient to reach ORLS, the optimization implicit in the construction of Q.CAN sequences make the corresponding performance clearly superior to that of random-like sequences.
In Figure 3 we compare each ORLS with the corresponding ORBS and with Q.CAN sequences for M = 2, M = 3 and M = 4. Again, ORLS perform uniformly better than ORBS for sufficiently large N; additionally ORBS do not exhibit a definite improvement with respect to Q.CAN at least for M > 2. This shows that the good performance of the proposed ORLS is only partially due to the exploitation of sequences that feature a good autocorrelation properties but also hinges on a structural property of Legendre Sequences.
CONCLUSION
We propose a simple procedure to construct sets of antipodal sequences with extremely low ISL. Each sequence in the set is a different rotation of the Legendre Sequence of the same length. Optimal rotations are found by an exhaustive scan whose complexity is greatly reduced by exploiting an asymptotic result (not proved here) yielding a general expression for the trend of the ISL of sets of infinitely long sequences.
The resulting performance largely exceeds that of classical methods for the direct generation of low-ISL sets of antipodal sequences. The method we propose also outperforms a well-known algorithm able to generate extremely-low ISL sets of unimodular continuous-phase sequences, which is nev-ertheless impaired by the strong quantization needed to satisfy antipodality constraint.
